A WEAK EF-0 TORNADO TOUCHED DOWN JUST EAST OF ALABAMA HIGHWAY 87. THE NEXT AREA OF DAMAGE WAS REPORTED EAST NORTHEAST FROM THE INITIAL TOUCH DOWN ALONG COUNTY ROAD 611 WHERE A BARN WAS DESTROYED ALONG WITH SEVERAL TREES SNAPPED. THE FINAL AREA OF DAMAGE WAS REPORTED NORTH OF ALABAMA HIGHWAY 134 WHERE A ROOF WAS TAKEN OFF THE PORCH OF A HOUSE ALONG WITH A PORTION OF THE ROOF OVER THE KITCHEN. THE OVERALL PATH WIDTH OF DAMAGE WAS AROUND 75 YARDS. THE MAXIMUM WINDS WERE 80 MPH OR EF-0 STRENGTH.

AN NWS SURVEY CREW IN CONJUNCTION WITH COUNTY EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT FOUND THE DAMAGE IN THIS LOCATION TO BE CONSISTENT WITH AN EF-0 TORNADO WHICH TOUCHED DOWN JUST SOUTHWEST OF FLORIDA HIGHWAY 267 AND TRACKED NORTHWEST ONTO HOLT LANE. DAMAGE SOUTHWEST OF HOLT LANE WAS LIMITED TO TREES SNAPPED OR UPROOTED. A FEW STRUCTURES WERE DAMAGED ON HOLT LANE. ONE OUTBUILDING LOST ITS ROOF. THE TORNADO CONTINUED NORTHEAST CROSSING I-10 NEAR EXIT 181. THE PATH LENGTH WAS 1 MILE WITH A WIDTH OF 75 YARDS.

60 FOOT GREENHOUSE DESTROYED BY DOWNBURST. TIME OF EVENT ESTIMATED BY RADAR.

THE NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE SURVEYED THE AREA AROUND LLOYD FLORIDA AT INTERSTATE 10 NEAR EXIT 215. THE DAMAGE IN THIS AREA WAS LIMITED TO A FEW TREES AND AN AWNING TO A GAS STATION JUST OFF FLORIDA HIGHWAY 59. THE DAMAGE IN THIS AREA WAS DEEMED CONSISTENT WITH STRAIGHT LINE WINDS AND ESTIMATED AROUND 65 MPH.

REPORT OF A TREE DOWN IN NORTHEAST PORTION OF THE COUNTY.

NUMEROUS TREES DOWN IN THE CHERRY LAKE AREA. POWER OUTAGES ALSO REPORTED.